BILSHAM
Historic Settlement Within Yapton Parish

Fig. 1 - Bilsham Lane and Chapel c. 1950, photo courtesy of Yapton & Ford History Group

PROPOSAL FOR AREA OF CHARACTER DESIGNATION
2020 Revision of Yapton Neighbourhood Plan (made 2014)
POLICY E9 - APPENDIX 2A
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1. Proposed Designated Area
1.1 Bilsham (also spelt in previous centuries variously as Bulesham, Bilesham & Bilsom) is an
ancient hamlet located south of Yapton off the Bilsham Road, set amidst arable and pasture
fields and defined as comprising the settlement along Bilsham Lane, the area of Hobbs Farm
and Court at the double bend on the Bilsham Road, and the settlement round to and
including the western end of Grevatts Lane West.

2. Historical Background
2.1 There is evidence of Bronze Age and Roman settlement activity in the immediate vicinity
(as per, for example, West Sussex Historic Environment Record (HER) references: DWS 8468
& MWS 6958, 6959 & 7676). Bilsham was a settlement at the time of the Domesday survey
when it is listed as having 14 households, 3 ploughlands, 1 lord’s plough team, 2 men’s
plough teams and 8 acres of meadow. The Lord in 1086 was Hugh under the Norman Roger
“the great” de Montgomery, Earl of Shrewsbury and Arundel. There is clear evidence,
therefore, of settlement dating back a millennium and likely two millennia or more.
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2.2 The oldest surviving building in the hamlet is the Grade II listed 13th or 14th century
Bilsham Chapel, now a dwelling. A postulated raised medieval settlement area lies on the
southern side of Bilsham Lane roughly between The Chapel and Old Bilsham Farm, with no
buildings still extant. Historically an access way (now overgrown) existed from roughly half
way along Bilsham Lane leading south down to and along the water meadows adjacent to
the Ryebank Rife. According to the Victoria County History for Yapton (published 1997), this
was the main commonable grazing and meadow area in Yapton parish. Sheep were
traditionally washed where the Bilsham Road crosses the Ryebank Rife.
2.3 Beyond Bilsham Croft, Bilsham Lane is more evidently an ancient holloway track giving
access only to the fields beyond, from whence there are far reaching views to the South
Downs. There are popular public footpaths leading off the lane connecting with Yapton
centre, Drove Lane and Flansham.

3. Brief History of Existing Buildings & Settlement Pattern
3.1 Aside from the aforementioned 13th century Bilsham Chapel, the Grade II listed 18th
century Hobb’s Farmhouse and surrounding land, situated on the double bends on the
Bilsham Road, represents the former Manor of Bilsham, whilst other properties associated
with another large landholding at Bilsham, formerly part of the Slindon Estate, are situated
down Bilsham Lane.
3.2 Recently many of the former flint barns and associated outbuildings at Hobb’s Farm
were converted into residential dwellings.
3.3 Originally serving the aforementioned landholding in Bilsham Lane which was formerly
part of the Slindon Estate, that former farmhouse has two distinct parts – the early 17th
century Manor Cottage (c. 1606) which is attached to the early 19th century Bilsham Manor
(1806) the whole listed Grade II. In the 20th century, many of the former flint barns
associated with this farm were also sympathetically converted into residential dwellings.
3.4 Properties associated with other smaller historic farmsteads are the 19th century Grade
II listed Old Bilsham Farm with associated flint piggeries and outbuildings which lies along
Bilsham Lane further to the west and, right at the end of the made up single track lane, lies
Bilsham Croft which is not listed but whose origins are believed to be 17 th century.
3.5 Other properties associated with Bilsham hamlet are situated on the Bilsham Road near
Hobbs Farm or near the entrance to Grevatt’s Lane West. These were originally cottages
built for farm workers or estate managers and associated with the two main Bilsham farms.
Maps dating back as far as Yeakell & Gardner 1778 show Bilsham hamlet having roughly the
same pattern of buildings as today. When the main Bognor to Littlehampton road (now the
A259) was constructed in the 1820’s Grevatts Lane was originally part of it, though this
section was bypassed in the 1960’s and is now a quiet no through road. It was known then,
and is still marked on many maps today, as “Bilsham Corner”.
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3.6 Bilsham hamlet retains much of its original peaceful rural scene and character and its
historic near vistas over adjacent pasture fields, and far vistas to the South Downs. There is
much evident use of traditional materials including flint and brick in its buildings and walls,
sash and casement windows and clay or slate roof tiles. A good proportion have the
designation of Grade II listing, are designated buildings or structures of character, or are
attractive and good quality former agricultural buildings constructed of traditional materials
within the curtilage of properties so designated. It is a special place deserving of protection
to preserve its historic identity and separation from Yapton itself, and its evident charm,
heritage value and character.

4. Historic Maps
4.1 Extracts are provided from historic maps, including the earliest known map which shows
the whole of Bilsham hamlet, namely the Yeakell & Gardner 2” to 1 mile map of 1778, the 1”
to 1 mile slightly later Gardner & Gream map of 1795, the old series 1” to 1 mile Ordnance
Survey map of 1813 and the Yapton Tithe Map of 1839. The sequence is completed by the
1” to 1 mile OS map of 1895, the 6” to 1 mile OS map of 1910 (published 1913) and finally
the OS 1:2500 map of 1938-9.

Fig. 2 - Extract from 2” to 1 mile map by Yeakell & Gardner 1778
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Fig. 3 - Extract from 1” to 1 mile map by Gardner & Gream 1795

Fig. 4 - Extract from 1” to 1 mile OS Old Series Map 1813
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Fig. 5 - Extract from Yapton Tithe Map 1839 – scale 3 chains to one inch

Fig. 6 - Extract from OS 1” to 1 mile map 1895
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Fig. 7 - Extract from OS 6” to 1 mile map 1910, published 1913

Fig. 8 - Extract from OS 1:2500 1938-9

5. Implications of Designation
5.1 The designation as an Area of Character is being proposed to maintain the character and
authenticity of Bilsham hamlet, which retains its historic built pattern and contains many
buildings of quality and character, many of which are Listed Grade II or designated Buildings
or Structures of Character.
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6. Policy Framework
6.1 Areas of Character are those areas within the Arun District which are considered to be of
distinctive character and quality, and therefore worthy of protection through rigorous
control of new development. Arun District Council (ADC) produced a Supplementary
Planning Document (adopted in 2005) which identified 14 areas within the Local Planning
Authority Area which it believes meet the required criteria. While these areas do not have
the same status or level of protection as Conservation Areas, it is still desirable for them to
be recognised. Designation helps identify and celebrate an areas’ character. It also brings it
under the consideration of the planning system (where permission is required for specific
developments) so that some thought will be taken about its preservation and enhancement.
6.2 The criteria used in the selection of areas for designation as Areas of Character are as
follows:





The area must have been substantially built before 1939. Only in exceptional cases will
designation be made for areas dating from a later period;
The area must have a recognisable and distinctive character worthy of protection;
The area must contain buildings, the majority of which are distinctive or of high quality
design and appearance; and
The area must be of sufficient size to be identifiable and cohesive.

These criterion have been used in the evaluation of this proposal.

6.3 Arun District Council Local Plan Policy HER DM4 Areas of Character states:
Within Areas of Character, as defined on the Proposals Map, planning permission or
relevant consent will be granted subject to:
a. The retention of buildings and other features such as boundary walls, hedges, trees,
railings, open spaces, etc which make positive contributions to the special character of
the areas;
b. The maintenance of an appropriate mix of uses where this is an important element in
the character of an area;
c. New development preserving, and where possible, enhancing the special character of
these areas, particularly with regard to the characteristics identified by the Local
Planning Authority.
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7. Detail of Particular Buildings, Structures, Features and Vistas at Bilsham
7.1 Along Bilsham Lane
7.1.1 - The Chapel
The Chapel was built in the 13th or 14th century. The small rectangular building of two
storeys with walls of flint and sandstone with red-brick quoins and window dressings was
always a single cell chapel with no internal division. The oldest structural features are the
two lancet windows in the north wall, which have Y-tracery in a style typical of the early 14th
century, whilst the pointed arched lancet in the east wall has two lights and is either 14 th or
15th century.
During the religious upheavals of the 16th century the chapel appears to have fallen out of
use, closing in 1551. By 1860 it had apparently been converted into two tenements for
workers. One wall was re-built in brick at this time and yet further renovation works took
place in 1878 when further windows were added, together with a timber roof with tiebeams. Apparently around that time markings in the adjacent field (then part of Bilsham
Farm) still identified the limits of the former churchyard, which was said to be large. For
most of the 20th century it was in use as an agricultural store, but was converted in 1972
into a single house.
Under the name The Chapel, Bilsham Chapel was listed at Grade II by English Heritage on 5 th
June 1958.
The Chapel pictured in the 1950’s may be seen on the front cover (Fig. 1), with a recent
photograph overleaf:
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Fig. 9 – The Chapel in 2020
7.1.2 Bilsham Manor and Manor Cottage
The northern section, Manor Cottage, was the original farmhouse to the Bilsham Farm
located off Bilsham Lane, owned for 300 years by the Slindon Estate, and built c. 1606. It is
of two storeys with four casement windows, constructed of red brick partially covered with
ivy on the front elevation, under a tiled roof.
In 1806 the southern wing was added, of two storeys of higher elevation, with three sash
windows. It is stuccoed, with a slate roof and has a porch with a flat head.
After the southern wing was added, the former farmhouse apparently became the servant’s
accommodation, and there were links between the two at both ground and first floor level.
Until sold to the former tenants the Loveys family in the early 20th century the farm was
always tenanted. An extensive range of adjacent flint barns and outbuildings was
constructed in the late 19th century. The farm receives several mentions in the books by
playright and historian Gerard Young who lived at Flansham and was good friends with the
Loveys family.
The two sections were listed at Grade II by English Heritage on 5th June 1958.
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Fig. 10 - View westwards down Bilsham Lane to Bilsham Manor c. 1950 (via Yapton and Ford
History Group)

Fig. 11 – Bilsham Manor and Manor Cottage in 2020
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In the 20th century most of the former flint barns and outbuildings were converted for
residential use, these being now being the individual dwellings known as Manor Barn and
The Old Granary (converted late 1970’2) Bilsham Barn (converted 1980’s) and The Long Barn
(converted 1990’s).

Fig. 12 Brick and flint outbuildings at Bilsham Manor leading into Bilsham Barn

Fig. 13 – Long Barn and Manor Barn
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7.1.3 Old Bilsham Farmhouse
Further to the west along Bilsham Lane lies Old Bilsham Farmhouse, the landholding
formerly known as Anderson’s farm when leased from The Corporation of Chichester by
Thomas Cowdray in 1689. The whole was later added to Bilsham Farm when acquired by
the Loveys family; with the farmhouse, then two cottages called Cowdrays, used for housing
farm workers. The outbuildings were used as a piggery and grain drying facility. The
cottages were later converted back into a single dwelling.
Old Bilsham Farmhouse was first listed by English Heritage on 20 th September 1984 at Grade
II. The description by Historic England is of an “L” shaped building probably originally two
cottages built in the 18th century, having two storeys, attic and with two 19th century
dormers. The building is faced with knapped flints with red brick dressings, quoins and
stringcourse and has a tiled roof and casement windows.

Fig. 14 - Old Bilsham Farmhouse c. 1955, courtesy of Yapton & Ford History Group
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Fig. 15 – Old Bilsham Farmhouse in 2020
7.1.4 Bilsham Croft
Bilsham Croft is situated right at the end of the made up section of Bilsham Lane, before it
becomes a rough farm track which eventually terminates at a large field. The evident age of
Bilsham Lane as a settlement area is here most obvious from its being a deeply incised
“holloway” track from this point in comparison to the land each side. An archaeologist
commented (eg. West Sussex HER ref: MWS 6958) that historically the trackway would
have connected with Drove Lane and, indeed, it makes sense that a network of linked drove
routes likely existed in past times connecting commons either side of the Ryebank Rife to
Drove Lane.
Manorial records reveal that John Bailey of Eartham married Mary Peachey, the heir to the
farm upon which Bilsham Croft stood in 1764, and took over the running of the farm. It is
believed The Croft was built in the early 17th century. The Bailey family were still owners at
the time of the 1839 Tithe Map, but the farm later became part of the Slindon Estate and
then part of the overall landholding sold off to the Loveys family of Bilsham Farm. By that
point it had become two cottages, the eastern portion containing the bread oven (still
extant) and a built in copper. The former well (now blocked up) still exists, with the house
still having no running water and being lit only by candlelight into the 1940’s.
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Fig. 16 – Bilsham Croft in 2020
The two cottages were sold following the death of Colin Loveys in the 1970’s, after which it
was converted back into one dwelling. The central original portion of the main house is
rendered, with wooden casement windows under a tiled roof. The current owner extended
the property early into the new millennium with the addition of a two storey circular tower
in flint with leaded light windows to the western elevation, a timber framed and tiled
extension forming a new dining room to the eastern side and an open bay timber framed
and tiled detached double garage block.
Bilsham Croft has never been listed, although it clearly lies at the very heart of the history of
Bilsham. Yapton Parish Council feels that overall the recent extensions add positively to the
property and it makes a pleasing and characterful statement to the western edge of Bilsham
hamlet when viewed from the lane and the various rights of way in the vicinity. Upon this
review of the made Yapton Neighbourhood Plan, therefore, the Parish wishes Bilsham Croft
to itself be designated as a Building or Structure of Character, and added to the “local list”
SPD under criteria 2-5:
2. Buildings which are extremely good examples of traditional or established style, or
unusual type.
3. In special cases, buildings or structures which contribute towards the local
landscape or have important historical associations.
4. All buildings must be largely intact and not adversely affected by later extensions
or alterations.
5. Preferably, although not exclusively, they should make a positive contribution to
their surrounding or the street scene.
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7.1.5 – Vistas from Bilsham Lane

The following vistas were taken from the places indicated:

1. Down Bilsham Lane

2. Example of one of the many Rifes which
are important for drainage and biodiversity
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3. View looking east over pond at Bilsham
Manor towards Hobbs Farmhouse and Hobbs
Court

4. Aspect from Bilsham Lane opens up to a
view over meadow to the south of The
Chapel and Old Bilsham Farmhouse

5. Meadow which formerly formed part of the
churchyard to the Chapel, viewed from
Bilsham Lane – looking north to Yapton, with
line of the South Downs in the far distance

6. Bilsham Lane continuing on west of
Bilsham Croft as a holloway track
terminating in fields
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7. Bilsham Croft making a positive and
characterful contribution to the western edge
of Bilsham - viewed from the public footpath
along Bilsham Lane

8. View looking east along the old track
which gave access to the former common
meadows north of the Ryebank Rife

9. End of Bilsham Lane looking west towards Drove Lane – with the South Downs in the far
distance
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Fig. 17 – the Public Rights of Way network shown in purple

7.2 - Off the Bilsham Road
7.2.1 Hobbs Farmhouse
Hobbs Farmhouse and the lands formerly associated with it are reputed to be the true
Manor of Bilsham. It was referred to as Bilsham Farm in 1875, as, confusingly, was the farm
down Bilsham Lane associated with the Slindon Estate. Shortly afterwards though the name
was changed to Hobbs Farm.
In 1571 Henry Fitzalan, Earl of Arundel, sold Bilsham Manor (Hobbs Farm) along with the
Manors of Yapton Rectory and Yapton Shulbrede to John Edmunds of Bailiffscourt
(Climping), and the manor subsequently passed through various hands until, in 1910, Hobbs
Farm was owned by the Sparks family, well known for the classic agricultural engineering
works which used to exist at a site then known as “Sparks Corner”, which was just off the
junction of Main Road, Yapton with Bilsham Road.
Hobbs Farmhouse is described by Historic England as being listed Grade II, built in the 18 th
century, stuccoed, with three windows, glazing bars intact, under a tiled roof with a modern
gabled porch. It was listed in 1958.
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Fig. 18 – Hobbs Farmhouse c. 1960 – courtesy Yapton & Ford History Group
Like Bilsham Manor, the property has a large pond to the front providing a very tranquil
aspect and beautiful reflections, as seen in the picture below.

Fig. 19 – Hobbs Farmhouse 2020
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7.2.2 Hobbs Court A large group of one and two storey flint and brick outbuildings situated
immediately adjacent to the main house were sold off to a developer in the early 21st
century and converted. Four of these in the area now known as Hobbs Court are curtilage
listed namely Tryne Barn, Sunflowers, The Granary and Dovecote.

Dovecote (left) and The Granary (right) –
north aspect

Sunflowers

Tryne Barn

Hobbs Court from Bilsham Road

Fig. 20 - Hobbs Court
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7.2.3 – 83 & 84 Bilsham Road
A pair of semi-detached two storey houses originally built to house workers for one of the
two main Bilsham farms and understood to have been built in 1901. Flint elevations with
brick quoins and dressings under a clay tiled roof. Previously designated as Buildings or
Structures of Character.

Fig. 21 – 83 & 84 Bilsham Road
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7.2.4 – Other Properties Off Bilsham Road & Grevatts Lane West

86 & 87 Bilsham Road. Originally built to the
same design as 83 & 84 but with stock brick
elevations, red brick quoins and dressings
under a tiled roof. Built 1901.

88 Bilsham Road & Rowan Cottage. Rowan
Cottage is the pair to 88 but fronts
Grevatts Lane West. Mainly brick
elevations, red brick quoins and dressings
under a slate roof. Built before 1910.

The Elms, Grevatts Lane West. Detached two
storey house with cement rendered front
elevation and projecting dormers under a tiled
roof. East elevation brick, west elevation
cement rendered. Built before 1938.

Bilsham Cottage, Grevatts Lane West.
Detached two storey house with rough
cast rendering to ground floor level and
black painted timber boarded gable end
above a clay tiled roof. c. 1920

Fig. 22 – properties originally built for farm workers on Bilsham Road & Grevatts Lane West
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7.2.5 – Vistas from Bilsham Road & Grevatts Lane West

Fig. 23 – The Bilsham double bend, looking west on the B2132 Bilsham Road towards the
entrance to Bilsham Lane by the chevrons
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Fig. 24 – Views over open farmland to the west, taken from the entrance to Grevatts Lane
West

8. Biodiversity at Bilsham
The proximity of nearby pasture and farmland with an abundance of trees, hedgerows and
rife ditches provides a haven for wildlife, as do some of the well established gardens.
Regularly seen (or heard) are tawny owls, buzzards, kestrels, pheasants, moorhens, ducks,
herons, egrets, green and greater spotted woodpeckers, a great variety of common garden
birds, deer, foxes, rabbits, hedgehogs, bats, mice & voles to name just a few.
The various footpaths are popular with walkers enjoying the peace and tranquillity, the
character and charm of the buildings and the proximity to the countryside where far
reaching views may be enjoyed.

9. Conclusion
The proposal that Bilsham become designated as an Area of Character as detailed herein
meets all the stated criteria in having been substantially built before 1939, having a
recognisable and distinctive special character worthy of protection, containing buildings the
majority of which are distinctive or of a high quality design and appearance, and the area is
also of sufficient size to be identifiable and cohesive.
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